Instructions
Contents:

• 108 Cards - 12 cards each in 9 different colors:
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Pink, Brown, and Gray.
• 1 Instruction sheet.

Object:

Be the first person to collect 3 of the same color cards.

Set Up:

To play Dropsy, all cards are shuffled and placed within reach of all players.
Cards are drawn one at a time by each player in a clockwise direction.

Let’s Play!
1.

To begin the game, moving clockwise each player draws 1 card at a time from the deck
and reveals the color of the card. The card is placed face-up (color-side up) in front of them
(known as their “Collection”).
Once each player has established what color card they are Collecting, the real fun begins!
Continue drawing 1 card at a time clockwise. When a Player draws a card that matches
the color in their Collection, the card is placed in front of them next to any additional cards
collected. When a player draws a card of a color they are NOT collecting, the player cannot
discard it. They must keep it and hold it as the card directs:

“On Your Head”, “On Your Hand”, “Inside Your Elbow”,“Under Your Arm”,
“Under Your Chin”, “Between Your Fingers”
2.

If any player DROPS any card not in their Collection, they lose ALL cards both in their Collection and any they are holding, after which they place those cards in the bottom of the deck.
On the next turn that player will start over.

*NOTE: A “DROP” would be to have a card fall off a player and hit the floor or table; or generally
lose contact with that player in any way what-so-ever. Should a card fall from its placement BUT
REMAIN SOMEWHERE ON THE PLAYER, it may be returned to its original placement with no
penalty – provided no DROPS occur upon the adjustment.

Winning the Game

Keep collecting and holding cards until one player places 3 matching color cards in front of them
without dropping any cards. That player is the winner!

Extra stuff

To make the game more challenging try collecting 4 or more color cards in
the collection.
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